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ABSTRACT
Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI) is used by sandbox-based
dynamic malware detection and analysis frameworks to observe
malware samples while staying isolated and stealthy. Sandbox de-
tection and evasion techniques based on hypervisor introspection
are becoming less of an issue since running server and workstation
environments on hypervisors is becoming standard and high-end
sandboxes manipulate virtual clocks to mask VM execution pauses
caused by VMI. However, the fake network environment around a
sandbox VM offers opportunities similar to hypervisor introspec-
tion for malware to evade. Malware can evaluate the discrepancy
between observed performances and a real, presumed network envi-
ronment of infected targets. VMI pauses also cause visible network
performance glitches. To solve this issue we propose to extend
virtual clock manipulation to synchronize hardware-accelerated
virtual machines with a discrete-event network simulator. The ex-
perimental evaluation shows that our proposal can counter attempts
to infer VMI activity from network timing observations.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Networks→ Network simulations; • Security and privacy
→ Virtualization and security.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Sandbox-based dynamic malware detection and analysis frame-
works can run malware samples in a Virtual Machine (VM) and
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rely on Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI) [11] to run a monitor
in the hypervisor, staying isolated and stealthy [17]. VMI-based
monitors thus inspect the VM guest memory at arbitrary times and
intercept events in the guest execution, like in-VM context switches
and syscalls [23].

VMI is especially useful to dynamically analyze highly obfus-
cated advanced malware pieces, that are typically crafted by state-
sponsored cyberattack groups. Like the infamous Stuxnetworm [16],
such malware can target specific sensitive information systems
which often are not directly connected to the Internet or even lie
beyond air gaps. To stay stealthy such malware activates its ma-
licious payload only after having checked that it is executing in
the target information system, based on information previously
collected by intelligence.

To effectively analyze such malware, sandboxes thus need to
mimic target information systems. The task of creating such con-
trolled and fake environments is similar to building honeynets [25]
and cyber ranges [31], for which automation [5, 30] should make it
tractable to configure a sandbox to mimic specific sensitive infor-
mation systems.

The emulated fake environment around a sandbox is naturally
closed if the mimicked information system is beyond an air gap.
It is also preferable to keep such environments closed to prevent
uncontrolled harm to other entities on the Internet and to prevent
malware operators from knowing about the analysis [32].

However, Hypervisor introspection [20, 26, 28] leverages side-
channels from the infected guest perspective (e.g. cache misses,
execution delays) to detect whether it is being inspected. While
running on top of a hypervisor is becoming standard for servers
and workstations, execution pauses caused by VMI can still be
easily detected. For this reason analysis sandboxes manipulate time
sources to mask VMI-caused pauses [14].

In addition to VMI, the controlled and fake closed network en-
vironment emulated around the sandbox virtual machine can also
provide side-channels analysis opportunities. Network-based tim-
ing measurements (e.g. observed round-trip-time between two end-
points on the network) can indeed reveal VMI activity, as envisioned
by [28], but also show discrepancies with a presumed network topol-
ogy of infected targets (e.g. a geographically-far public DNS server
with a sub-millisecond round-trip time, homogeneous round-trip
times with heterogeneous network links). As sandboxes keep on
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improving to stay stealthy from local-to-the-VM timing measure-
ments, we believe that network-based measurements are practical
enough to become an issue in a near future.

The main contribution of this paper is as follows: to address
both the VMI-induced perturbation of network-based timings and
the discrepancy of observable network topologies, we introduce
TANSIV, which synchronizes the VMs with an accurate, discrete-
event network simulator. Packets emitted by the VMs are received
by their destination at the exact date computed by the simula-
tor, with network-based timings unaffected by any potential VMI
pause. TANSIV is open-source [7]. We implement the network syn-
chronization along a VMI-hiding technique that makes hardware-
accelerated VMs’ virtual clocks oblivious to VMI pauses and other
VM suspends caused by debugging and analysis tools such as GDB.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first approach to prevent
hypervisor introspection techniques that use network-based timing
measurements.

As a secondary contribution we discuss issues of VMI hiding in
multi-core sandboxes and propose two strategies to make VMI less
observable.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the threat model, how VMI pauses work and how they can
be detected using clock sources. Section 3 presents our contributions
to hide VMI pauses in networked sandboxes. Section 4 evaluates our
approach on different scenarios. Section 5 discusses an extension
of our approach on VMs with multiple vCPUs. Section 6 reviews
related work. Finally, Section 7 closes this paper and discusses
future work.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT
Most VMI operations require pausing the introspected VM. These
pauses can be detected by the VM, which has access to both local
and remote time sources [10]. In Section 2.1, we introduce the threat
model, then, in Section 2.2 we present how VMI pauses work in
practice and why such pauses can be detected by introspected VMs
using solely local-to-the-VM clock sources.

2.1 Threat model
First, we assume that attackers do not attempt to detect virtualiza-
tion. We argue that virtualization is becoming more prevalent and
that malware targeting only native systems would miss too many
potential victims. Moreover, previous works have shown that it
is impossible to build a fully transparent hypervisor [10]. In this
work, we focus on hiding the timing perturbations resulting from
using VMI, which comes on top of virtualization.

The attacker may have full access to the VM, including root and
kernel rights. The attacker can use high resolution timers to ensure
the consistency of the time flow, to detect any gaps or rollbacks
that could be caused by a potentially introspecting hypervisor. The
attacker has no prior knowledge that VMI in particular is going to
be used on the VM.

The hypervisor is considered to be securely isolated from the
attacker. We disregard timing-based side-channels allowing to steal
information from VMs co-located on the same host.

The VM can communicate with other VMs over the network,
and these VMs can be controlled by the attacker as well with the
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Figure 1: Types of VMI pauses with libVMI. VMI commands
are issued by the VMI monitor to the VMI thread. The VMI
monitor can add callback functions when a specific condition
is met. These VMI events are triggered by the vCPU thread.
The VMI pauses count towards the VM clock.

same hypotheses. However, we assume the network environment
to be closed, with no access to uncontrolled networks or remote
servers.

The attacker also knows the topology and the performance char-
acteristics of the network in terms of latency and bandwidth.

2.2 VMI pauses
In the general case a VMI request is issued by a program called a VMI
monitor, typically using a dedicated VMI library, to the hypervisor
where the target VM is running. Some VMI operations require to
pause the target vCPUs, to ensure the VM state stays coherent. This
is achieved by triggering a VM-Exit, i.e. a transition from the guest
to the hypervisor with Intel hardware virtualization.

Figure 1 illustrates the different types of VMI pauses in libVMI [21],
and how they affect the guest clock.

An attacker could infer VMI activity by observing these VMI
pauses through timing measurements. Indeed, the guest clock is
progressing even when a VM-Exit is handled by the hypervisor.
VMI pauses differ from other VM-Exits because they are likely to
be longer and/or occur periodically.

Note that this issue exists with any analysis tool that interrupts
the VM, such as a debugger attached to the hypervisor.

3 HIDING VMI PAUSES IN NETWORKED
SANDBOXES

To prevent introspected VMs from using local and remote clock
sources to detect VMI pauses, we manipulate these clock sources
from the hypervisor and ensure that timings stay coherent from
the VM point of view.

Section 3.1 first presents time manipulation to hide VMI pauses
from a guest that uses only local clock sources. Then Section 3.2
presents an extension to counter network-based timings.

3.1 Handling local clock sources
To hide the time gaps caused by introspection pauses, we skew the
virtual clock of an introspected VM. This techniquemakes it difficult
to exploit local-to-the-VM timing side-channel measurements to
detect or evade VMI.
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We first detail clock skewing in the case of single-vCPU VMs in
the KVM hypervisor, before presenting an extension to VMs having
multiple vCPUs.

3.1.1 Case of a single vCPU. In the following, we focus on Intel
x86 CPUs and the KVM [15] hypervisor. The main clock source is
the TimeStamp Counter (TSC), a register incremented at a constant
rate in modern processors. The guest TSC is a linear function of
the host TSC, for which the hypervisor can configure the slope and
the offset in the vCPU Virtual Machine Control Structure (VMCS),
a data structure used by the processor to control each vCPU.

To hide VMI pauses, we measure the pause duration by taking a
timestamp in the VM-Exit handling code of the hypervisor. Then
just before resuming the vCPU, if the VM-Exit was related to VMI,
we subtract the pause duration from the guest TSC offset. However
this adjustment misses the delay between the TSC adjustment and
the vmresume instruction: the pre-vmresume delay.

We thus propose to account for the pre-vmresume delay by sub-
tracting a dynamic estimate of this delay from the TSC offset. The
estimate is dynamically adjusted by using an approach inspired
by KVM’s dynamic adjustment algorithm used for the local APIC
timer emulation [2].

We extend this approach to QEMU’s GDB server [4]. The QEMU
process notifies KVM to hide a VM-Exit corresponding to a GDB
interrupt by using an extension of the kvm_run struct, that is shared
between QEMU and KVM with an ioctl.

3.1.2 Case of multiple vCPUs. On VMs with multiple vCPUs, ad-
justing the TSC requires additional care. Each vCPU has its own
TSC register. The TSCs are synced during the boot of the system
in order to be usable as a global clock. To avoid observable unsyn-
chronized TSC clocks between vCPUs, the guest TSC of each vCPU
must be adjusted by the same value and simultaneously. Moreover,
to avoid observable rollbacks, this requires all vCPUs to be paused
beforehand.

Thus the clock correction approach can be used for VMI re-
quests interrupting all vCPUs at once, such as libVMI function
vmi_pause_vm, or a VM interrupt by GDB.

A simple approach could consist in unconditionally pausing all
vCPUs on any VMI request or event. However this breaks VMI
scripts expecting that at least one vCPU is still running on the
system, or scripts waiting for events to trigger on multiple vCPUs
before completing a previous event. Thus the strawman approach is
to just not hide VMI pauses when only subsets of vCPUs are paused.
Correcting the clock for requests or events that only target a subset
of vCPUs remains a challenge, which is discussed in Section 5.

3.2 Network interactions
The technique discussed in Section 3.1 does not take into account
network-based time sources. The round-trip time of a packet (e.g., a
ping) can indeed be impacted if VMI pauses occur on the sender or
receiver side during the exchange. Furthermore, our time manipula-
tion technique would desynchronize the clocks of the different VMs
on the network, which can be easily noticed. This section shows
how, using time manipulation, we interconnect the introspected
VMs with a discrete-event network simulator.

We present in the following how the simulator events can be
used to synchronize the VMs clocks and how the integration with
VMI is performed. In this sectionwe assume that VMI pauses always
pause all vCPUs of the introspected VM. Strategies to support VMI
pauses of subsets of vCPUs are discussed in Section 5.

3.2.1 Synchronization algorithm. To ensure the consistency of net-
work timings from the introspected VMs perspective, we introduce
TANSIV. TANSIV implements the whole network with a discrete-
event network simulator and synchronizes the VMs’ clocks with
the clock of the simulator. Discrete-event simulators run the simu-
lation in an abstract time and make their clock progress forward
by jumping to the time of the next occurring event.

TANSIV’s synchronization algorithm works by dividing the time
into slots of variable duration and bounded by deadlines. The VMs
run concurrently during each time slot. The packets sent by the
VMs are intercepted and appended in a queue with their timestamps.
Each VM is paused when it reaches a deadline. Once all VMs are
paused, we drain the packet queue in chronological order, advance
the simulator clock up to the send timestamp of each packet and in-
ject the packets into the simulation. We then advance the simulator
clock to the deadline. If the simulator reports that a packet should
be delivered at the deadline, we inject it in the destination VM.

The following two properties allow the accurate timing of pack-
ets delivery:

(1) each packet is delivered at the very beginning of a time slot,
(2) no packet sent in a time slot should be theoretically delivered

before it is injected into the simulator.
To achieve property 2, the duration of time slots is capped to Λ,

the lowest network latency between any two VMs in the network
simulation. To achieve property 1, at each deadline 𝛿 the next dead-
line is set to the minimum of 𝛿 + Λ and the earliest delivery date of
packets currently in the simulator.

To ensure the synchronization of all the clocks, all the vCPUs
of a VM are interrupted when it reaches a deadline. Moreover, the
time spent during the synchronization with the network simulator
must not be taken into account in the guest clock, as detailed below.
Figure 2 illustrates this algorithm in a simple scenario with the
sending of a single packet, 𝑃1. The sending date 𝑠 (𝑃1) is used by the
simulator to compute the receiving date 𝑟 (𝑃1) at which a deadline
is scheduled and the packet delivered to its destination VM.

3.2.2 Integration with VMI. The network synchronization algo-
rithm integrates well with VMI pauses hiding as long as VMI pauses
always pause all vCPUs of an introspected VM (see Section 5 for
VMI pauses affecting only subsets of vCPUs). Indeed, the network
synchronization algorithm just adds another type of VM pause.

To schedule a deadline, we use the VMX Preemption Timer, an
Intel-specific timer that takes the form of a register, in which we
can load a duration in TSC ticks. When the corresponding vCPU
is running, this register counts down at a rate proportional to the
host TSC, and triggers a VM-Exit when it reaches 0.

Intel mentions no delay or precision issues with the VMX Pre-
emption Timer [13], although it is known to be broken on some
processors [1].

Similarly to VMI pauses, deadlines pauses must be hidden by
adjusting the VMs’ virtual clocks. The process and implementation
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Figure 2: Comparison of the clocks’ progressions. The X axis
denotes the host time while the Y axis denotes the VM clock
(for the blue curve) and the simulator clock (for the green
curve). The goal is to keep VM and simulator clocks synchro-
nized. During a time slot such as A , the virtual and host
clock progress at the same speed, while the simulator clock
does not progress. The deadline occurs when B starts. Since
the virtual clock is not frozen during 𝐵 while we prepare the
next time slot, we hide the deadline handling duration 𝛿𝑑1
by subtracting 𝛿𝑑1 from the virtual clock before resuming
the VM. As shown on C , the simulator clock progresses by
steps, first to the date of a network event, and then to the
date of the deadline being handled.

are almost the same as for the hiding of VMI pauses introduced in
Section 3.1. The only difference is that we roll back the guest clocks
to the deadline date instead of the approximate VM-Exit timestamp
to ensure that all VMs are synchronized at each deadline.

A special case to consider is when a VMX Preemption Timer VM-
Exit is triggered late because another VM-Exit is being processed
at the time of the scheduled deadline.

In this case, just before the end of the VM-Exit processing, the
VMX Preemption Timer is loaded with the value 0, which causes
an immediate VM-Exit, before executing a single instruction. Then,
after the synchronization and the clock correction, we put the vCPU
thread to sleep until the end date of the VM-Exit that finished late,
before resuming execution. This guarantees that the vCPU cannot
see some events that usually cause VM-Exits (notably I/O events)
last much less than reality.

TANSIV does not rely on any mechanism specific to KVM, so it
should be possible to retrofit it in any hypervisor, such as Xen [3].
On the hardware side, there are no timers equivalent to the VMX
Preemption Timer on AMD64 processors with SVM, or on ARMv8,
although it is possible to use other timers instead, but at the cost of
increased complexity and degraded accuracy.

4 EVALUATION
In this section we evaluate the effectiveness of our synchronization
algorithm for hiding VMI pauses from network-based timing mea-
surements. This experiment illustrates how an evasive malware

might attempt to detect the presence of VMI by measuring network
timings.

We also evaluated the effectiveness of our approach to hide VMI
pauses from local timing measurements. We used an approach
similar to [28], by measuring the duration of VM pauses when VMI
is active. Our results show that large time gaps introduced by VMI
are hidden by our virtual clock manipulation, but we do not present
them here due to space limitations.

The experiment was performed on a machine with an Intel Core
i7-1165G7 CPU and 32GB of RAM. This CPU has a TSC frequency
of 2.8032GHz. Each VM is configured to use 8GB of RAM, 1 vCPU
that is pinned to a physical core, and a Debian 11 guest OS. We
disabled DVFS to fairly compare the execution of different VMI
scripts.

We used the Linux/KVM 5.15 hypervisor, libVMI with the kvmi-
v12 driver as the VMI library, and SimGrid 3.32 [6] as the network
simulator.

Our simulated network topology is constituted of 2 VMs, con-
nected with a 1Gbps link with 2ms of latency. Both VMs are running
on the same host.When using TANSIV’s synchronization algorithm,
the VMs are connected using the SimGrid network simulator. With-
out TANSIV, they are connected with libvirt NAT forwarding, using
NetEm [12] to perform the network emulation of the link. Note that
NetEm is configured from outside the VMs. We used the exact same
latency parameter for NetEm and SimGrid latency. Thus, the RTT
in the NetEm setup is slightly higher, as we do not take into account
the delay of the host network stack, which adds a few dozen of
microseconds.

We executed the “ping” command 1000 times from one guest to
the other. By comparing the Round-Trip Time (RTT) of packets to
the expected result (Slightly over 4ms in average with our topology
and usual packet processing delays), we can infer potential VMI
activity.

For both setups, we perform the experiment three times: (i) with-
out VMI; (ii) with the “vmi-process-list” VMI script, without time
manipulation; (iii) with the “vmi-process-list” VMI script, with time
manipulation.

The VMI script is based on the “vmi-process-list” example script
of libVMI. This script triggers a VMI pause, and lists the processes
currently running in the monitored VM.We have chosen to perform
a process listing every millisecond to ensure that the VMI script
has an impact on all the pings. This heavy load represents a worst-
case scenario where VMI has a major impact on network timings.
In the second and third experiment, the VM issuing the pings is
introspected during the whole duration of the experiment, while
the other VM is not introspected at all.

Results are shown on Figure 3. We opted for a boxen plot rep-
resentation to highlight the outliers. The main level contains the
median and 50% of the values. Then each successive level contains
half of the remaining points, until we reach the outliers. With time
manipulation, in the NetEm experiment, the median RTT is about
0.1ms, much lower than the emulated link RTT latency. NetEm
works by adding a FIFO queue in between the network protocols
and the network card. The packets are held there and are forwarded
to the network card only according to NetEm current configuration.
With time manipulation enabled, the packets stay in the FIFO queue
during 2ms of host time. Then the packets travel on the network,
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Figure 3: Boxen plot representation of ping RTT on three scenarios. On the left, without VMI, both distributions are close to
the theoretical link RTT latency. In the middle, with VMI but without any time manipulation, the RTT of the pings varies
greatly, due to VMI pauses delaying the processing of network packets. On the right, with time manipulation, the VMI pause
impact is corrected by the combination of VMI pause hiding and network synchronization, whereas it is not sufficient on the
NetEm approach as the VMs are not in sync anymore.

the ping replies stay in the second NetEm queue and come back.
While the RTT lasts slightly above 4ms of host time, hidden VMI
pauses make it last much less in introspected VM time.

When using time manipulation and TANSIV with the SimGrid
network simulator, the simulator’s and both VMs’ clocks stay syn-
chronized, resulting in consistent network timings, with in partic-
ular no value below the link RTT latency, as shown on the plot.
While the maximum observed value is high at 7.86ms, it is an outlier
as the 99th percentile is 4.13ms.

5 STRATEGIES FOR MULTI-VCPUS
SANDBOXES

In this section, we discuss two strategies to re-synchronize the
different TSC clocks, with the goal of performing better than the
straw man approach, that is minimizing the opportunities for an
attacker to observe unsynchronized clocks.

The two strategies share the principle of always locally hiding
the VMI pause from the point of view of the vCPU resuming from
the pause and differ in how a vCPU resuming from a pause catches
up with the TSC clock of other vCPUs. A VMI pause is locally
hidden using the algorithm presented for the single-core case in
Section 3.1.

The two strategies also assume that VMI pauses concerning only
subsets of vCPUs are likely to be short and last a fewmilliseconds at
most before either ending the pause or having all vCPUs paused by
VMI. Once all vCPUs are paused by VMI we can reuse the approach
for VMI pauses targeting all the vCPUs.

5.1 Pause vCPUs having higher clock values
This first strategy consists in letting vCPUs having just ended a
VMI pause catch up by pausing the vCPUs having higher clock
values. To this end, the global re-synchronization of the TSC clocks
is delayed until no vCPU is in a VMI pause.

To globally re-synchronize the TSC clocks, we pause all vCPUs
but the ones having the lowest values of TSC clock and do so
iteratively until all vCPUs catch up with the vCPUs having the
highest value of TSC clock. To synchronize the clocks at catch up
times, the catching up vCPUs are paused again to set the same TSC

offset on all of them and the more advanced vCPUs they have just
caught up with.

If a VMI pause is triggered during the re-synchronization process,
the re-synchronization is stopped and we resume the paused vCPUs.

This approach is compatible with our synchronization algorithm
of Section 3.2. However, there is a risk of deadlock if a VMI pause
cannot be completed until a VMI event is triggered on a vCPU
paused by a deadline. To avoid this, we can perform the synchro-
nization with only the subset of vCPUs that reached the deadline.
This can be repeated for the following deadlines if necessary. When
a VMI-paused vCPU resumes and sends a packet, we postpone its
timestamp to the beginning of the current time slot (if it was taken
before), to ensure the consistency of our network synchronization
algorithm.

This approach can be detected because, during VMI pauses, some
vCPUs might run concurrently with unsynchronized clocks and,
during global resychronizations, catching up vCPUs might observe
side effects of vCPUs having already run with higher clock values.
The integration with our network synchronization algorithm can
result in some packets being delivered too late due to timestamp
adjustments. Finally, it may not be suitable for aggressive VMI
scripts where just one vCPU is concerned by a VMI pause most of
the time.

5.2 Accelerate TSC clocks of late vCPUs
The second strategy takes advantage of the TSC multiplier VMCS
field. By default, the guest TSC clocks run at the same speed as the
host TSC clock. However, by using the TSC multiplier we can
accelerate or slow down the guest TSC.

In this strategy, the global re-synchronization of TSC clocks is
triggered unconditionally when a vCPU resumes from a VMI pause.
The idea is to accelerate the vCPU clock by modifying the TSC
multiplier, until it catches up with the most advanced TSC clock.

We can use the same strategy as the first approach to avoid dead-
locks when integrating this approach with the network simulator
synchronization algorithm.

This more aggressive strategy may work better with VMI scripts
for which the pausing strategy might not be adapted, such as VMI
scripts with long pauses or pausing the same few vCPUs. However,
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the change in clock speed can be detected and might impact some
applications.

6 RELATEDWORK
In [27] the authors propose to reduce the resolution of the TSC
timer on Xen VMs to mitigate timing side-channels, while ensuring
the system still behaves normally. They can degrade the resolution
of the TSC up to 2µs. [19] presents adjustments to the TSC and
other time sources to mitigate timing side-channels, by adding ran-
domized delays. However, in both approaches the timer resolution
is too high to prevent the detection of VMI pauses. Disabling the
TSC entirely is not an option either, because this breaks multiple
applications [19].

StopWatch [18] tackles the issue of timing side-channels attacks
by co-resident VMs. The authors replace the real-time clock with a
virtual clock that only counts the number of instructions executed
in the guest. Although this can prevent VMI pauses from being
detected by the VM, it provides unrealistic timings, because VM-
Exit events unrelated to VMI (e.g. for I/O) take time inherent to
virtualization, and should count towards this virtual clock. The au-
thors of Ether [9], a malware analysis system, claim to adjust time
queries from the guest by subtracting the overhead of the malware
analysis framework. However, it has been shown in [22] that Ether
actually configured the hypervisor to trigger a VM-Exit on every
rdtsc instruction, and return a counter value incremented by 1
on each call. In the same work, the authors show how this can be
exploited to detect the presence of Ether. Finally, the HyperDbg
debugger [14] includes two approaches to hide its timing overhead.
The first one modifies the guest’s TSC MSR, similarly to our ap-
proach. The second one emulates the result of rdtsc instructions,
which requires a VM-Exit, but it can be limited on a specific process
rather than impacting the whole system.

[26, 28] focus on how a VM can detect a hypervisor performing
introspection, and offer countermeasures. [26] authors propose to
use time sources that are hard to tamper with, such as the HPET
timer. Although in this paper we only address the TSC, other virtual-
ized local clocks could be addressed similarly. [28] briefly mentions
a virtual clock approach that is similar to ours, but does not address
networking.

Finally many works have studied the pairing of a network simu-
lator with VMs, but none in the context of VMI to the best of our
knowledge. SliceTime [29] synchronizes Xen VMs with the ns-3
[24] network simulator to accurately evaluate the performance of
distributed applications. They cut the time into slices, and perform
the synchronization at each pause. A major limitation of SliceTime
is that the VMs in the simulation have to run sequentially, whereas
they can run in parallel with our approach. Finally our synchro-
nization algorithm uses time slices of dynamic duration in order
to improve accuracy, as proposed in [8], where they pair QEMU
VMs with a SystemC emulator. However unlike our approach their
synchronization algorithm does not take into consideration the
network topology and does not address the case of hardware virtu-
alization.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper we showed how, by synchronizing the VMs with a
network simulator, we can solve both the VMI-induced perturba-
tion of network-based timings and the discrepancy of observable
network topologies. To this end, we introduced TANSIV, in which
this synchronization is implemented along a time manipulation
technique to make the virtual clocks of hardware-accelerated VMs
oblivious to VM suspends caused by VMI and debuggers. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first approach to prevent hy-
pervisor introspection techniques that use network-based timing
measurements. We have also discussed and proposed two strategies
to partially hide VMI pauses in multi-core sandboxes.

In our evaluation, we have shown that network timings are
significantly more realistic for introspected VMs. While we used
a simple network topology, we support simulating more complex
networks, within the limits of the simulator.

To extend our work to VMs with multiple vCPUs, we plan to
evaluate the effectiveness of each strategy introduced in Section 5
on different VMI workloads. We are considering the use of custom
VMI scripts to highlight specific cases, as well as existing scripts
that are more representative of a classic VMI setup, such as those
created for the DRAKVUF sandbox [17].

In addition to pauses caused by VMI, I/O requests trigger VM-
Exits that can last for a duration noticeably different from the
emulated hardware I/O operation. We consider studying perfor-
mance models for I/O devices, and adjusting the virtual clock of
the VM similarly to the technique presented in this paper for the
VMI pauses.

In this paper, we focused on closed network environments, which
is not suitable for VMI-based intrusion detection and restricts analy-
sis to malware samples interacting with known network entities. As
future work, we can introduce access to remote hosts on the Inter-
net, while ensuring the timings on the local network are coherent.
As we have full control over the local network thanks to the simu-
lator, we can adjust the timings of outgoing and incoming packets
to conserve consistent timings from the sandbox perspective.
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